It is shown that the product of a collection of Banach spaces that are uniformly rotund in every direction (URED) over a URED Banach space need not be URED; this answers a question raised by M. M. Day. A positive result under an additional hypothesis is also proved.
Note that X has a natural Banach lattice structure with positive cone {/ e X: f(s) ^ 0 for all seS} and that X is order complete by its fullness. It follows easily from theorems of Lotz [4, p. 121] and Me Arthur [5, p. 5] that the following are equivalent:
(1) X contains no closed sublattice order isomorphic to ^°°.
( 2) Each order interval in X is compact. If for each s in S, a Banach space B 8 is given, let P X B S , the product of the B s over X, be the space of all those functions x on S such that (i) x(s) is in B $ for each s in S, and (ii) if / is defined by f(s) = \\x(s)\\ for all s in S, then / is in X. For each x in P X B S9 define ||α|| = ||/|| x . With the above definitions, (P X B S \ || ||) is a Banach space. Proof. Let z be a nonzero jnember of P X B 8 for which the order interval [0, {||3(s)||}] is compact. Let {x n } and {y n } be sequences in P X B 8 such that \\x n \\ = ||yj| = 1, \\χ n + y n \\ ->2 and »,-», = a n z. Then
Define sequences {/»} and {gt}, for 0 = (1/2), 1, by letting
Us) = ||^(s)|| and flrj(β) = \\x n (s) -θa n z(s)\\ for β in S. Then ||/J| = 1 and ||firί||->l. Since ||2^(s) -θa n z(s)\\ f *(s) + gl(s) for each s and \\2x n -θa n z\\ -+2, we have
For each w and s, note that \f n (s) -^(s)| ^ \\θa n z(s)\\. By the compactness hypothesis, there exist h θ in X and a sequence {w f c } such that
Since X is URED, it follows by Theorem 1 of [2] that h θ = 0. Thus l| 3»(β)ll -ll»*(β) -<?α «(β)H ~»0 for each s in S and ^ = (1/2), 1. Choosing s such that z(s) Φ 0 and using the fact that B s is URED, we conclude that α: Λ ->0. This completes the proof.
The following result is an immediate consequence of the theorem and the above remarks concerning full function spaces.
COROLLARY. The product space P X B 8 is URED if each B 8 and X is URED and X contains no closed sublattice order isomorphic to s*.
2* The counterexample* An equivalent full function space norm ||| ||| on /°° that is URED and a sequence {B t } of URED Banach spaces are defined such that, for X = (Y°°; ||| |||), the product space P x Bi is not URED.
Let {α/JJU be a sequence of positive real numbers such that ΣΓ a] = 1. For a? = (a?i)" =1 an element of /°°, define It is straightforward to verify that ||| ||| is a norm on /°° and that H I Û HI-HI rgτ/5~|| |U Also note that INK = III Mill and that 0 ^ x ^ y implies |||g||| <; \\\y\\\ for all x and y in /°°. Therefore III HI is an equivalent full function space norm on ^°°.
To show (•-; HI |||) is URED, let 2 be a member of s~ such that |||z||| = 1. If |||g||| = \\\y\\\ = 1, where y = x + az, then a? + y = 2# + az and It is sufficient to show that for each ε > 0 the sum of the right members of (1) and (2) is bounded from zero, uniformly for all x such that III^HI = |||& + az\\\ = 1 with \a\ > e.
( i ) If Sj. = 0, choose any k with z k Φ 0. Then at least one of
\ is as great as 2~2\az k \ 9 so either the right member of (1) or the right member of (2) is greater than 2~3a k e\z k \. 
either the right member of (1) or the right member of (2) 
and so either the right member of (1) or the right member of (2) is greater than 2~βε|z 1 |. To prove ( and ίc n -y n = ^ for each w ^ 2. Since b n -> 1 and α w -+ 0, it follows that \\y n \\ -*V~2 and \\x n + y n || ->2l/"2", and hence P x Bi is not URED. The author thanks the referee for helpful suggestions.
